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This is a preliminary report on a research project with the aim of compiling and publishing an 
authoritative reference work in the field of Iranian linguistics. The prospective book will not only 
be important for Iranian linguistics in particular, but also important for Indo-European linguistics in 
general.
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Iranian languages form one of the oldest and largest branches of the Indo-European language 
family. The oldest attested Iranian language is Avestan dating back to sometime around the mid-
2nd millennium BC, and the most widely spoken new Iranian language is Persian, the official 
language of Iran, Afghanistan and Tajikistan. There are also a large number of Iranian languages 
spoken among minority groups from Turkey, Syria, Iraq, and the Caucasus in the west to Pakistan 
and Chinese Xīnjiāng (新疆 ) in the east. The study of Iranian languages is not only important for 
Iranian linguistics in particular, but also important for Indo-European linguistics in general.
What I am going to present here is a preliminary report on a research project which will 
take effect provided that sufficient research grants can be obtained. The aim of the project is to 
compile and publish a reference book in the field of Iranian linguistics which will bear the title An 
Etymological Study of Selected Synonyms in Iranian Languages. It will, in fact, follow in the 
footsteps of the pioneering work of Carl Darling Buck (1949, A Dictionary of Selected Synonyms in 
the Principal Indo-European Languages: A Contribution to the History of Ideas, The University of 
Chicago Press).The prospective book will not only function as a dictionary of synonyms in Iranian 
languages, but also as an etymological study of a selected number of Iranian words. The book is 
intended to be an authoritative reference work in a compact and convenient format. It is intended to 
contain about 1,000 entries (nouns, adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions, verbs, etc), grouped by topic, 
from the most common and basic vocabulary of Persian and the other principal Iranian languages.
Under each Persian entry, synonymous words in the principal Old, Middle, and New Iranian 
languages are given first. These words are either quoted from reliable sources or obtained from 
fieldwork. The etymological and semantic discussion which will then follow, reveals how these 
words are related to other Indo-European or non-Indo-European languages, what ideas lie behind 
them, how they have changed, etc. 
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Each entry in An Etymological Study of Selected Synonyms in Iranian Languages will follow 
the following format:
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